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Why UAE in love with Irish food products
Sarwat Nasir
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users send more than 55
billion messages, 4.5 billion
photos and 1 billion videos
daily on WhatsApp.
Data Source: StatiSta

Fewa rolls
out plans to
meet water
demand
Ahmed Shaaban
dubai — The Federal Electricity
and Water Authority (Fewa) announced its plans to procure the
need of water through an Independent Water Project (IWP) or
by self-financing sea water reverse osmosis plants .
Fewa has qualified 13 consortiums to bid for the construction
of a reverse osmosis desalination
plant in Umm Al Quwain with a
capacity of 45 million gallons per
day, Khaleej Times has learnt.
“Fewa will also bid to increase
the capacity of Ghalila plant in Ras
Al Khaimah from 15 million gallons per day to 45 million gallons
per day,” according to an official. It
also has plans to construct a desalination plant in Al Zawra, Ajman, with a total capacity of 30
million gallons per day, he added.
“Fewa is tapping on the increasing demand for water,
studying the opportunities to export water at competitive prices.
This is due to production efficiency of the new plants and the
construction capacities of up to
250 million gallons per day.
“The authority wishes to clarify
that the only contract for water
purchase that was signed with
Utico was signed in 2012, to supply 6 million gallons of water per
day for a period of ten years.
ahmedshaaban@khaleejtimes.com

dubai — Knowing where our food
originates from has become increasingly important in the UAE.
The country has banned fruits, vegetables, meat and dairy products
from several different countries this
past year due to unhygienic practices and high level of pesticides.
The country imports about 90
per cent of all of its food products,
so it’s very cautious about the
source of the food. Ireland, however, exports 90 per cent of it’s
food, thanks to its green and wet
environment. The Middle East
has become on of its largest consumer base, especially the UAE.
Ireland has exported Dh250
million (€58.4 million) worth of
food and beverage to the UAE in
2016 alone. The UAE imported
almost Dh111.23 million worth of
Irish dairy products, Dh94 million
in prepared foods, Dh6.4 million
in Irish poultry and Dh5.5 million
in Irish seafood.
When it comes to Irish food in
Dubai, it is traceable back to the
original Irish farm it came from
through a barcode on the packaging — creating transparency and
accountability. For some products, the name of the farmer is
also available.
So, why is the UAE importing
millions worth of food and beverages from Ireland? It’s probably
because Ireland practises sustainable food production and organic
farming. Bord Bia, the Irish food
board, has implemented a quality
assurance scheme, which allows
consumers to track exactly where
their food product came from. This
means, the eggs, beef, yoghurt and
crisps that are being sold in Dubai
can be traced.
Khaleej Times recently visited the
Irish farms and factories that produce eggs, beef, yoghurt, potato
crisps and chocolates, which are all
available for consumption in Dubai.
Home grown eggs
The Nest Box Egg Company ships
the Irish Golden Eggs to Dubai,
which come from free-range and
organic farms.
Khaleej Times visited the farm,
where the hens are fed herbs and
an organic diet to keep them
healthy. The three thousand bird

Irish foods in the UAE are traceable back to the farms it came from through their barcode, creating transparency and accountability.

UAE imports from
Ireland (2016)
> Dh250 million
worth food and
beverages
> Dh111.23 million
worth dairy
products
> Dh94 million
worth of processed
foods
> Dh6.4 million
worth poultry
> Dh5.5 million
worth seafood

house lay free-range eggs that
are all shipped just to Dubai. The
hens have plenty of space to walk
around in the green and lush
Irish grass to keep healthy — enabling to lay healthier eggs for
human consumption.
“We’ve taken all of our passion
of eggs and we’re transporting that
to Dubai. It’s a Bord Bia-proof
product. We’ve been dealing with
the farms that supply the eggs for
over 26 years. It’s the most natural
product you can get on the shelves,”
said Stuart Whitton from the Nest
Box Egg Company.
“That barcode that are on the
boxes are put into our computing
system so every single egg from
hand to home can be traced. We
go through half a million eggs every week. We have 26 local farms

That barcode that are
on the boxes are put into
our computing system so
we can trace every single
egg from hand to home.”

When we export
products to the Middle
East, they go into halal
approved plants, checked
by relevant authorities in
Ireland and in the UAE.”

It wasn’t until later we
understood the lack of
grass in the UAE. We took
for granted how green
and wet it is for cows
in Ireland.”

Nest Box egg company

Declan Fennell, Bord Bia

Vincent Cleary, MD, Glenisk

that supply us. They’re based on a
contract basis. It’s a three thousand bird house and it’s purpose
built to supple organic eggs to
Dubai. These eggs are produced
here and are sent to the Nest Box
company to grade the eggs and
make sure the eggs are ready to be
shipped to Dubai.”

passport and an ear tag to track
its movements.
“In terms of the halal process, it’s
very regulated. There are a number
of halal regulated exported plants
that are approved by the UAE. Consumers in the UAE are looking for
halal products and it’s done according to the requirements. There’s
complete traceability and consumers know where their meat is coming
from. In Ireland, there are a number
of meat export plants because we
export 90 per cent of our meat.
When we export products to the
Middle East, they go into halal approved plants. They are looked after relevant authorities in Ireland
and in the UAE. We make sure the
halal practice is highly respected
and monitored,” said Declan Fennell from Bord Bia.

The yoghurt tale
Organic Irish yoghurt, Glenisk,
has been sold in Dubai for five
years. Most consumers do not
know how carefully the cows that
produce the milk are looked after.
The cows are fed fresh grass and
hay, so they produce organic milk
that is used for the yoghurt.
“We’ve been in Spinneys for a
long time and in the UAE for five
years. When we started in Dubai,
I genuinely thought we would
get six months until the local industry caught up. But it wasn’t
until later we understood the
lack of grass in the UAE. We took
for granted how green and wet it
is for cows in Ireland,” said Vincent Cleary, the managing director at Glenisk.
sarwat@khaleejtimes.com

Stuart Whitton,

Irish beef story
Ireland has shipped over Dh1.6
million worth of beef to the UAE in
just the first half of 2017. The free
range grass-fed beef is halal-certified and are popularly used among
top chefs in the country. Similar to
the egg transparency, the beef can
also be traced back to the farm it
came from.
Khaleej Times visited the Lakeview Farm, where each cow has a

Ministry organises lectures to
raise awareness on heritage
Staff Reporter
abu dhabi — With an aim to preserving national identity, a series
of lectures on UAE heritage was
organised by the Ministry of Culture and Knowledge Development
last week, as part of its Cultural
Summer programme.
Lectures and workshops were
conducted by archaeological specialist and expert Mohammed Al
Balawneh, who is considered an authority on the history of the UAE.
A number of students participating in the Cultural Summer programme visited the Umm Al

interest of the UAE and Arabs in
general in falcons over the ages.
Students also watched a documentary about falcons hunting
and training.
“This comes as part of the proAhmed Al Suraei, director, cultural gramme’s attempt to raise awarecentres department, Ministry of culture ness about the true history of the
UAE among the new generation.
Quwain Center of Antiquities. Stu- Students were also introduced to
dents saw the oldest pearl in the UAE oasis, tools like pottery jars,
world, which was discovered in Al swords and daggers, in addition to
gold and silver coins from other
Dour in Umm Al Quwain.
The Cultural Centre in Fujairah countries,” said Ahmed Al Suraei,
also organised a trip to the falcon director of the cultural centres demuseum in Dubai. Students were partment at the Ministry of Culture
introduced to the different types and Knowledge Development.
reporters@Khaleejtimes.com
of falcons, their history and the

Students were also
introduced to the UAE
oasis, and tools and coins
used earlier in history.”

Sharjah hospital conducts 1st
successful cochlear implant
Staff Reporter
sharjah — A two-year-old Indian girl who was born with
hearing loss of sensory nerves
since birth recently underwent a
successful cochlear implant, led
by the ENT team of Al Qasimi
Hospital, Sharjah.
Dr Hussein Al Rand, assistant undersecretary of Health
Centres and Clinics of the
Ministry of Health and Prevention (MOHAP) said the operation is the first procedure under the ministry’s ‘Help me
hear’ initiative.
According to the ministry, the
electronic device was implanted
in the child’s inner ear, which will
be followed with another procedure to insert a speech processor.
Once the surgeries are complete,
the child will be able to hear for
the first time.
The ‘Help me hear’ initiative,
was launched in cooperation with
the ministry’s strategic partners
and is aimed at helping deserving UAE children between the
ages of six months to four years
who suffer from hearing loss and
whose families cannot afford
medical treatment.
The programme falls in line
with the initiative of the Presi-

The ENT surgeons of Al Qasimi Hospital with Dr Hussein Al Rand
and the toddler, who was born with hearing loss, and underwent
a successful cochlear implant. — Supplied photo
dent, His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, and under the directives of His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, Vice-President and
Prime Minister of the UAE and
Ruler of Dubai, to declare 2017
as the ‘Year of Giving’.
The ‘Help me hear’ initiative
aims to provide free assistance to
children who are born with hearing loss and needy following the
mandate of the state to provide
free treatment for its citizens.
asmaalizain@khaleejtimes.com

‘Help me hear’
initiative
the initiative was launched
in cooperation with the Ministry of Health and Prevention’s strategic partners and
is aimed at helping deserving uae children between
the ages of six months to
four years who suffers from
hearing loss and whose families cannot afford medical
treatment.
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